REASON, RESPECT & RESPONSIBILITY

FROM THE PRINCIPAL AND VICE PRINCIPAL

What an amazing school year 2010-2011 was! It came and went too quickly!

Both Ms El Refaie and I would like to take this opportunity to say how pleased and fortunate we feel to be part of the Edenrose community, and we are very thrilled to be part of your child(ren)'s education. On behalf of the entire Edenrose staff, we would like to thank you for your ongoing support throughout the year, and we wish you a wonderful and safe summer. We would also like to welcome Ms T. McNeely to the Administration team at Edenrose. She will be joining Mrs. Herauf and Ms El Refaie as a 0.5 Vice Principal starting in September.

We would like to extend our most heartfelt best wishes to our Grade Five students who will be embarking on their Senior School educational experience.

In closing, we say a special thank you to all our parents and community members who have volunteered with our School Council, in our classrooms, on field trips, and in the Library, as well as the many other things that have been part of school life. You have all certainly assisted with making Edenrose the special place it is.

Sincerely,

Mrs. C. Herauf   Ms J. El Refaie
Principal   Vice-Principal

GOOD BYE

At this time we would like to wish Ms Ruffle a fond farewell as she embarks on a new teaching journey. Ms Ruffle will be moving to a Middle School next Fall teaching Grade Six at David Leeder Middle School. We wish her all of the very best in her new role and school!

HELLO TO NEW STAFF

We would like to welcome the following new teacher to our Edenrose School Community: Ms Ventura-Quintos who will be teaching Music, and various other subjects to a variety of our students.

We would also like to welcome Ms Thorpe who has accepted a 0.5 morning Teaching Assistant position here with us starting in September. Ms Thorpe has been working with us since March, supporting students in Mr. Scott’s class.

Returning to Edenrose next year are Mrs. A. Sykes (teaching Grade 1 covering for Mrs. Alpaugh as an LTO), Ms Suleman (teaching Grade 5 covering for Ms Long as an LTO), Mrs. Virk (teaching Grade 2 French Immersion English covering for Mrs. Robinson as an LTO), and Ms Piazza (covering for Ms Kennedy as an LTO). We are so thrilled that you be with us here again next year!

WHERE IN THE WORLD HAS OKEE BEEN?

Simon (Mlle Bosyj’s class) and OKEE got an early start to summer when they enjoyed the beach near Akumal, Mexico in May.

OKEE is ready to travel with Edenrose families! Send your digital photos through the summer holiday so we can share them in our newsletter in September.

LOST AND FOUND

We wanted to let all of our families know that at the end of the school year, all items will be donated to a local charity.
SCHOOL COUNCIL

Warm thanks to Mrs. Lee for organizing another amazing Staff Appreciation Lunch on June 15 with help from Mrs. Banker, Mrs. Krigos, Mrs. Kuzeljevic, Mrs. Reeves and Mrs. Stratigeas. Your hard work is very much appreciated. Special thanks also to Rebecca L. for her behind-the-scenes help tying the ribbons on all those gifts!

Volunteer Coordinator Mrs. Khandke organized an enthusiastic group of volunteers to lend a hand for Play Day. Mrs. Kaul, Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Mehta and Mrs. Patel helped make the day lots of fun for Edenrose students – thank you!

VOLUNTEERS AND THEIR NEW T-SHIRTS!

School Council recently purchased some OKEE t-shirts for their volunteers to wear. These shirts will be available in the school office for volunteers who are with us for a special event. However, if you wish to purchase your very own, please stop by the school office (or next order will be next Fall, after the Open House).

Here are three of our fabulous volunteers sporting the new shirts at this year’s Play Day on June 23rd! Thanks so much Mrs. Khandke, Mrs. Kaul and Mrs. Mehta.

EXCITING EVENTS FOR EDENROSE STUDENTS

OLYMPIC MATH CONTEST at Meadowvale Village P.S.

For the past four years the Peel Board has invited 20 schools to participate in this great event. This year we entered two teams of Grades Four and Five students who excel in Math problem solving activities. These activities were really challenging and the two teams showed their expertise in working together to solve the problems. They used Pentominoes, Cuisenaire Rods, Tooth Picks and Kakuro for these activities and oh yes, many Math strategies that they learned during the year. Thank you to Mrs. Lee and Mrs. Bhat for driving.

Congratulations to this year’s participants:
1. Rebecca Lee  5. Ria Yadav
2. Asad Ahmad  6. Jasmine Zhou
3. Aparna Udiaver  7. Roshni Bhat
4. Andrew Weng  8. Omkar Patel

Mrs. J. Potts

SPELLING BEE

During the month of May a Spelling Bee was held at Edenrose P.S. for the Junior classes, Grades four and Grade five. The two top spellers from each class represented their class in the final Spelling Bee held over the lunch hour on May 19th, in Room 203. The final list of words came from the Canspell program published for the National Spelling Bee.

Four students remained after the seventh round: Piya, Akber, Arshad and Roshni. Then Piya and Akber found the word 'gimmick' just too difficult. This year it took eight rounds to declare our winner! The final word, 'enzyme' was spelled correctly by this year’s winner, Roshni Bhat. Thank you to all the participants who are truly expert spellers!

Congratulations to this year’s participants representing their classes:

Grade Four: Aru Kaul, Taran Flora, Piya Mehta, Akbar Javed, Gurliv Singh, Roshni Bhat, and Lyba Mughees

Grade Five: Arshad Nizamdin, Doan Le, Gabriela Tjiu, Aparna Udiaver, Rick Teng, Maha Mustafa, Seerat Rehman

Congratulations to:
First Place – Roshni Bhat
Second Place – Arshad Nizamdin
Third Place - Akber Javed

Mrs. J. Potts

FIRST DAY BACK

On Tuesday, September 6, 2011 we look forward to welcoming all of our Edenrose students back to school! We will also be welcoming many new Kindergarten and Grade One French Immersion students to our school.

In order to make this day a very smooth one, we are asking that all students meet their teachers on the soccer field and Black Top on the North side of our school (by the basketball nets and the Kindergarten play yard). Teachers will be wearing nametags and carrying signs so that they can be easily identified. Look for support the Black OKEE
t-shirts and White OKEE ball caps to find teachers who can help direct you on the day.

If by chance it is raining, all students will be asked to meet their teachers in the school gym. Looking forward to seeing you all there 🥰

EDENROSE PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE AWARDS

JUNE 2011

EDENROSE PICTURE OF EXCELLENCE AWARDS

GRADES ONE TO FIVE

ACHIEVEMENT/La réussite
Rupinder P
Pranav P
Adiba O
Fatima N
Braeden S
Zain T
Ethan N
Christa D
Gayatri K
Raneem N
Sayjean K
Aidan Y
Alan Z
Zayne L
Ray L
Surgeeta S
Kimberley A
Esha M
Khalilie W
Sammy J
Shamim N
Lol D
Aurea X
Taneajah P
Matthew F
Jenna S
Cecilia S
Sanna T
Mohammad H
Jasleen F
Sheil B
Rhea S
Cayanna S
Lareina G
Inayah R
Aishani M
Jasper S
Piya M
Eesha Q
Faiz A
Janvi B
Himmat S
Aparna U
Daniel X
Parth M
Jeffrey H
Seerat R
Evan F
Arham C

![Table]

DILIGENCE/La diligence

3R’s/Les 3 R’s
Reenuyaa G
Shaf M
Katelyn L
Joshua A
Andrew Y
Zujaijah K
Katrina L
Carley Q
Jenna N
Leandro M
Emre V
Ryan S
Adam A
Kelli H
Abdullah Q
Louis L
Shamim A
Lilika P
Richie L
Mose B
Amena S
Riya S
Casey A
Kevin N
Anisha V
Malik A
Maha J
Katie W
Aiden C
Jashan R
Teagan A
Kiroffs B
Taran B
Alina H
Aadil R
Katelyn B
Yousuf H
Faizan K
Trinity L
Elaine T
Hasan H
Arshad N
Rebecca L
Chrisauntae I
Daniel L
Jason D
Sarmad S
Kevin Z

![Table]

SPORTSMANSHIP/Les qualités sportives

Reenuyaa G
Shaf M
Katelyn L
Joshua A
Andrew Y
Zujaijah K
Katrina L
Carley Q
Jenna N
Leandro M
Emre V
Ryan S
Adam A
Kelli H
Abdullah Q
Louis L
Shamim A
Lilika P
Richie L
Mose B
Amena S
Riya S
Casey A
Kevin N
Anisha V
Malik A
Maha J
Katie W
Aiden C
Jashan R
Teagan A
Kiroffs B
Taran B
Alina H
Aadil R
Katelyn B
Yousuf H
Faizan K
Trinity L
Elaine T
Hasan H
Arshad N
Rebecca L
Chrisauntae I
Daniel L
Jason D
Sarmad S
Kevin Z

![Table]

KINDERGARTEN

Wonderful Work
Andrew D
Dasol Y
Arwa K
Azan A
Ryan N
Haifa A
Noah B

Great Friend
Ahmad C
Varchas V
Vaibhavi D
Wakeel I
J.J. S
Hareen S
D Naajah W

Tries Hard
Huzaifa K
Hussein W
Robyn A
Amna M
Briyanna H
Abraham N
Aaree K

Joining In
Wendy Z
Sanesha H
Sanjev S
Ramisha A
Edison Q
Rachel H
Arleen N

ONE BIG LEAP – A GRADUATION POEM BY SNEHA PATEL

It was time
Time to move on
Part of me was ready
Part of me wasn’t ready
Leaving my old friends
Making new friends
Saying goodbye
Saying hello
The excitement
The sadness
It was graduation

It was graduation
The sadness
The excitement
Saying hello
Saying goodbye
Going to make friends
Leaving my old friends
Part of me wasn’t ready
Part of me was ready
Time to move on
It was time